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T° : -30 to +100°C

PENETRATE & RELEASE

4801A4 650 ml aerosol
2801J1 5 l jerrycan
2801U2 200 l drum

42025A4 650 ml aerosol TDS

4799A2 405 ml aerosol TDS
2799J1 5 l jerrycan

colourless
Odour:  none

6815A2 405 ml aerosol TDS
6815i1 500 ml spray bottle
6815J1 5l jerrycan 

Cl - F - S - Br :  
< 200 ppm
PMUC : 04-033

4817A4 650 ml aerosol TDS

2817U2 200 l drum

Flash point:  
> 150°C

NATO

4800A8 270 ml aerosol TDS
4800A2 405 ml aerosol TDS
4800A5 800 ml aerosol TDS
2800i1 500 ml spray bottle
2800i2 1 l metal container
2800J1 5 l jerrycan
2800U2 200 l drum

NATO

4805A8 270 ml aerosol TDS
4805A4 650 ml aerosol TDS
2805i2 1 l metal container
2805J1 5 l metal jerrycan
2805O1 20 l drum
2805U2 200 l drum

PENETRATING OILS

LUBRICANT 
An essential product for mechanical engineering. 
Frees, protects and lubricates. Excellent wettability 
enables rapid action on small mechanisms: bolts, 
screws, etc. Anti-seize lubricant: for locksmiths, the 
automotive industry, the industrial sector, etc.

HIGH TECHNOLOGY 

SUPER POWERFUL 
Fast acting. Wetting, penetrating, rust removing, cleaning, 
water repellent, phosphating, lubricating. For very difficult 
dismantling operations without damaging the threads. 
Properties: prevents rust, corrosion and wear.

Loosens, lubricates and penetrates. Water
repellent, prevents corrosion. Fast acting.
Silicone- free. Nanolubricant®: performance
enhancing technology. Reduces loosening
torque by 5. Increases productivity.

BIODEGRADABLE, VOC-FREE FOOD INDUSTRIES 
Low surface tension fluid.
Infiltrates, penetrates, cleans, lubricates with
a de-seizing effect. Preventive and curative action
against rust. For all kind of seized mechanism,
small tools, conditioner, fastenings, plumbing,
manufacturing and packing of food…

For difficult dismantling operations in places where
environmental protection is key: forests, rivers,
lakes, seas, gardens, etc. Formulated for minimal
environmental impact, from plant-based lubricating,
degreasing and tar removing raw materials. Fast
acting. Wetting, penetrating, water repellent, rust
and corrosion inhibitor.

5 FUNCTIONS, OVER 1 000 USES HALOGEN-FREE
Lubricating, de-seizing fluid with high penetrative
power. Dissolves the residue formed by mounting
pastes. Lubricates and protects. Penetrates,
removes rust, dissolves tar and dirt on the dirtiest
parts, infiltrates even the narrowest spaces. Very
effective against salt water corrosion.

801

799

Removes moisture by repelling water on metal and 
eliminates short circuits. Rapidly penetrates by seeping 
into cracks, frees parts, ensuring constant operation. 
Protects, deposits a thin layer of anti-corrosive and 
lubricating substances. Cleans and gets under the dirt.
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4817J1 5 l metal jerrycan

CLP
FREE

ENVIRONMENTAL
FRIENDLY

48142A2 405 ml/300 g aerosol

NON-FLAMMABLE
Loosens, lubricates and penetrates.
Non-flammable penetrating oil for all risk industries.
Very low surface tension, which makes it ultra penetrating.
Has very good lubricity.
Compatible with all materials including elastomers.

 
 

 
 

8142NEW

RECOMMENDED

PRODUCT

CLP
FREE

REDUCE A296
Odour:  none


